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DIGITAL
 EXPERIENCES

ENHANCED - IMMERSIVE - SEAMLESS 
INTERFACES WITH TECHNOLOGY
Increase revenue with great customer experiences / 
Build competitive advantage / Differentiate with digital.
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Context

72%
of millennials prefer to spend more money on EXPERIENCES 
than on material things. 

84%
of people trust online reviews as much as personal 
recommendations from friends and family. 

CONTEXT

7s
You’ve got

The average attention span of humans has decreased to 7s. 
The first impression is formed in 50 milliseconds.

91%
Integrated Omni-channel experiences make for a 

improvement in customer retention.

85%
By 2020, customers will manage 

of their relationship with a company without interacting with 
a human.
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DEMOS

Real applications of 
enhanced digital experiences
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Digital experience enablers

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE ENABLERS

#Invisible - Seamless High tech

Humans’ relationship with machines and objects has become 
much more complex, and is about to change dramatically as 
technologies evolve, growing smarter, more immersive and natural. 
Altran demonstrates how key technologies help build and organize 
customer journeys that are at once attractive, immersive, discreet 

and revolutionary.

The rise of connected things creates a whole new complexity 
and discontinuity in the customer experience: the multiplicity 
of technological devices, each connected to different platforms 
and applications becomes a key obstacle for service adoption. 
Simplification can be achieved with smart integration of networks 
and services, as highlighted with the unified interface between 
a central screen, lighting system, holographic totem and factory 
indicators in real time. But simplification reaches a new dimension 
when technological devices integrate into the customer’s natural 
environment. 

Altran smart mirror is an example of 
such seamless integration of technology 
in traditional furniture: a Tactile Mirror 
& monitor,providing scene and face 
Recognition, Natural Language 
Processing, integration with IoT and 
Cloud platforms offering interoperability 
with Philips’ Hue lighting system, 
weather forecasting, task management, 
control Holographic Display and consult 
remote factory status.
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Digital experience enablers

#Natural - AI-powered interfaces

#Immersive - Mixed Realities 

With the progress of Artificial Intelligence, users’ interactions with 
smart things have the potential to become much simpler and 
more convenient. In the smart mirror, we have integrated both 
vision analysis services for face and scene detection and Natural 
Language Processing, both from Microsoft Cognitive services. As 
a result, the mirror automatically turns on once it detects a face, 
it takes a photo and identifies the visitor from a list of candidates, 
provides customized welcome messages and booth lighting, and 
can even produce a hologram of the person.

It recognizes natural language commands like “Take a 
Photo“,”Show me the factory”, “Switch Light Color to Green”, 
“Show me the agenda”, “Remember me to call my supervisor”, 
“New task, check performance tomorrow”  and takes 
corresponding actions to assist users in their different activities.

Visual experiences are attracting most of the attention of the 
media, social networks, and even customers. Today, new immersive 
technologies both generate a “wow effect” and provide true added 
value in different situations. With a digital twin of a factory, you can 
visit the production line, supervise performance and be trained 
on operations in a virtual reality environment, like in the Puerto 
Real Airbus plant. With Augmented Reality applications, you can 
access relevant detailed information on objects that you manipulate 
physically, or project them into your environment. Now, with 
holographic totems and technologies, you can even create digital 
avatars for people and use them as physical twins to materialize 
their presence and develop new use cases, like those powered by 
the Altran Interactive mirror.
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Digital experience enablers

#Consistent - Orchestrated with a smart platform

Altran Platform, BOND, answers both companies’ and end users’ 
needs in terms of personalizing and orchestrating Interactions & 
Operational processes that shape the delivery of the desired digital 
experience. This allows client companies to increase recurring 
sales, customer loyalty, and reduce operational costs while offering 
smooth customer journeys and delightful experiences across 
contexts and channels.

It offers the widest breadth of functionalities including: 

- Real-time personalization of the customer experience
- Visual customer journey design tool & Customer journey 
simulation
- Unlimited concurrent customer journeys to provide a 360° 
customer approach across your company
- Real-time journey edition
- Context definition according to available parameters, e.g. 
location, customer profile, weather, etc.
- Gamification
- Built-in integration with social networks, IoT platforms, Wi-Fi APs, 
hybrid and native mobile applications
- Real-time big data analytics and Machine Learning algorithms for 
continuous experience adaptation.
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Integrated contextualized experiences

INTEGRATED CONTEXTUALIZED EXPERIENCES

Leveraging its industry domain and expertise, Altran has built 
integrated solutions tailored to specific contexts and needs. Use 
cases highlighted at the Mobile World Congress focus on travel 
experience, digital retail, engaged employees, all driving more 
extensive customer engagement, increasing the top line and 

reducing operational costs.

“Hi!” - Digital Hotel enhances the revenue, retention 
rate and productivity of Hotels

The Altran end-to-end platform delivers mobile services for 
tourists within and outside of hotel facilities, while allowing hotel 
management to manage and control their experience across each 
mobile service. For instance, guests can interact with the front 
desk, book a room, request room service, be assisted by a chatbot, 
etc. Meanwhile, the hotel administrator can visualize a heat map 
of customers in the hotel facilities, manage the beacon network, 
create gamification, etc. A self-service website and mobile app 
to manage company events in hotels is available as well. Hi! is a 
portfolio of digital services tailored for the hospitality industry, 
dedicated to increasing customer ARPU, satisfaction and retention 
while reducing operational costs for the hotels. 
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Integrated contextualized experiences

“DEr”  - enhances Retail with digital

All over the world, brick-and-mortar retailers struggle every day to 
differentiate themselves from online retailers and to attract more 
customers to their stores. Online retailers compete through prices 
and by inviting customers to compare them with brick-and-mortar 
shops or other competitors, at any point in their shopping journey. 
This behavior leads to substantial revenue erosion for physical 
retailers, putting any of them out of business. Today, physical 
retailers have two options to turn the tables: Optimize operations 
to reduce the impact of lower revenues and costs (especially 
real estate) and provide differentiating value in stores that boost 
brand position and impulse sales. Our Platform fulfills both goals 
simultaneously through unique a retail customer journey inside and 
outside of the store. It assists customers throughout the customer 
journey via the different digital channels, and automates low-value-
added tasks that employees would otherwise have to perform. 
Stores can finally advance from a unidirectional scenario to an 
Omni-channel, customer-centric one.
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Integrated contextualized experiences

Digital employee services drive engagement 
and company performance

Today’s employees have fragmented and ineffective digital 
experiences. They loathe their firms’ static employee portals, 
transactional self-service and dismal online and mobile solutions, 
using them only when necessary. It has become clear however 
that an improved employee experience yields better customer 
experiences by facilitating access to detailed information to help 
customers, answering productivity questions, or encouraging 
compliance with corporate policies. A 2016 study by IBM even 
revealed that 95% of employees satisfied with their experience 
engage in activities that are beneficial for their organization but 
not necessarily part of their job. Our digital employee solution 
offers automated personalization, dynamic context-aware 
interactions and content that digital employees expect from their 
organization. Discover how the back-end management solution 
and the corresponding employee front-ends offer personalized 
content from a variety of sources (e.g. company social network 
profiles, administrator content, IoT sensors, etc.), access to intranet 
services on the go, gamified interactions and pre-defined employee 
journeys including push notifications to particular employees, etc.
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Integrated contextualized experiences

Worker identification & operations guidelines
To facilitate operator identification and dispatch, the Altran smart 
mirror uses Artificial Vision to recognize individuals, and operators 
to verify real-time updates on factory operations and machine 
equipment performance indicators. Using Natural Language 
Processing, it allows for seamless interactions to access further 
details about the different tasks, respond to standard questions on 
operations or provide important contextual information at checkout 
(agendas, weather forecasts, etc.).
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WHY WE ARE 
DIFFERENT

Making Digital 
implementation real in
your industry domain
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Making Digital implementation real in your industry domain

1

1.

2.

3.

A unique portfolio of rare skills: seven World Class Centers and 
more than 100 Expertise Centers covering the whole spectrum of 
digital technologies and enablers. Our teams include world class 
designers, data scientists, software engineers and cybersecurity 
experts.

100+ technology accelerators: Laboratories & facilities (creativity 
& usability labs, Electronic prototyping, Virtual Design facilities, 
etc.), methodologies & tools (to develop Ultra Low Power 
devices, design the best user experiences, configure networks, 
manage software requirements and quality, develop high 
integrity solutions, etc.) and technological solutions (IoT Platform, 
Automotive Middleware, connected car, and motorbike, Big Data 
infrastructure…)

We cover the full cycle of companies’ innovation strategies, 
from the initial design, POC, co-innovation projects to the 
industrialization and integration in core critical operations all the 
way through carve outs & transformational outsourcing of non-
strategic activities.

We help you accelerate on digital
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Making Digital implementation real in your industry domain

4

3

2

We make it happen.
Capitalizing on 30 years hands-on knowledge of product 
engineering and industrial operations, we understand and 
embrace the benefits of the digital transformation for our clients 
faster than any competitor. Thanks to a pragmatic mindset, we 
are able to define concrete actionable roadmaps, grounded in 
field reality, with achievable and measurable business outcomes. 
Beyond delivering roadmaps, we collaborate with our clients 
to facilitate and implement the transformation thanks to our 
proximity with industry operations and our understanding of their 
business and challenges. We make the convergence of business, 
technology and user adoption in an iterative, collaborative co-
creation approach.

We are pioneers in Human-centered, design-led transformation. 
We have developed our own methodology for user centric, 
collaborative, iterative, sequential, and holistic service design. 
Coupled with our system engineering DNA, we strive at organizing 
the complexity of our clients’ digital transformation programs, 
helping them to manage their stakeholders and ecosystems, 
adding when needed our own international ecosystem of 
innovation partners, composed of a unique mix of academics, 
industry leaders from versatile sectors and startups.

We have in-depth industrial domain knowledge across the R&D 
intensive industries. Understanding the specifics of the industry 
domain is key for re-thinking businesses and operations in the 
digital world. At the same time, we understand commonalities 
among our nine industries of activity – from Aerospace to Telecom 
– enabling cross-fertilization and acting as a bridge to import 
successful methods and technologies from one industry to another, 
or facilitate cooperation across sectors to set up new ecosystems.
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Contact

marketing.corporate@altran.com 

Contact us
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ABOUT ALTRAN

CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE 

As a global leader in Engineering and R&D services (ER&D), Altran offers its clients a new way 
to innovate by developing the products and services of tomorrow. Altran works alongside its 
clients on every link in the value chain of their project, from conception to industrialization. For 
over thirty years, the Group has provided its expertise to key players in the Aerospace, Auto- 
motive, Defence, Energy, Finance, Life Sciences, Railway, and Telecom sectors, among others. 
In 2016, the Altran group generated revenues of €2.120bn. With a headcount of more than 
30,000 employees, Altran is present in more than 20 countries.


